
Robert Smith 
Reliability Manager

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Looking for an opportunity as a Reliability Manager to grow with a fast pace
manufacturing company; developing associates and implementing 
continuous improvement processes that will improve the reliability of 
equipment, minimize production cost, and meet customer needs.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Reliability Manager
ABC Corporation -   January 2012 – May 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Actively participate and collaborate with all functional areas to properly 
maintain and improve the plant assets to deliver metrics (Plant Service 
Level (PSL), TRS, productivity, quality, safety, waste reduction, etc.) 
within the assigned area.

 Developed, implemented, and maintained a comprehensive reliability 
improvement program, which will ensure all equipment is maintained in 
a safe and reliable method Effectively manage direct reports to ensure 
maintenance best practices are being followed and developed.

 Ensured that each report has results-based objectives, timely 
performance reviews, and appropriate career development counseling.

 Ensured that each maintenance associate has the necessary skills to 
meet their job expectations and develop a detailed improvement 
program where necessary.

 Technically supported maintenance technicians in performing the 
engineering and maintenance tasks.

 Managed Maintenance costs to ensure the budgeting process is 
accurate and the department meets the business requirements.

 Participated in all Engineering Projects in assigned area to ensure that 
reliability, maintainability, cost effectiveness, and safety requirements 
are delivered.

Reliability Manager
Delta Corporation -   2007 – 2012 

Responsibilities:

 Led a team of five technicians and 15 operators to maintain and 
improve line equipment while managing the budget and maximizing 
line throughput for 3.

 Drove efficiency and performance of equipment using improved PLC 
controls, fault data, infrared scanning, Oilography and parts usage 
history in SAP .

 Skills Used reliability engineering, budget management, SAP.
 Managed reliability testing and failure analysis of high density 

interconnect substrates for flip chip semiconductor packages Defined 
reliability .

 Refinery services company providing operations and maintenance for 
Delayed Coke Units.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Green Belt, Lean 
manufacturing, 
Inventory management, 
Supply chain, data 
analysis, operations 
management.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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 Provided asset management strategies, maintenance and reliability 
practice implementation for five Coker units at multiple refineries 
improving .

 Set up Operational Reliability Metrics to measure Reliability of products 
and systems.

Education

MBA In Finance
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